Play along with Postscript! Use your eyes and ears throughout Season 2 of Miss Scarlet and The Duke to find the clues below. Let us know what you find after each episode at ps@witf.org. Then join PBS Drama fan Christina and mystery-loving Tom for a Miss Scarlet Summer at witf.org/postscript.

Bingo Card

Rising Sun Pub

- A £40 Reward
- Harpocrates
- A Violet
- A £1000 Reward
- A fern
- A bundle of pearls
- 3 Lions of the British Empire
- A £500 Reward

Embroidered handkerchiefs

- A hat with 2 buttons
- Gemini
- A telescope
- The Sporting Post

A red rope belt

- A £100 Reward
- A lady smoking a pipe
- A £50 Reward
- A horse on a mantle

5 Clementines

- A starfish
- Ship Inn Tavern
- A smart new haircut
- A silk bowtie

New episodes of Postscript release every Sunday!